
EXPANSION STRATEGIST INTERN

Nocto is looking for driven Expansion strategist Interns! Are you looking for a 
challenge in a dynamic and fast growing start-up? And do you want to gain 
experience in the field of research and marketing? Then this is the Internship for 
you!

What is Nocto?
Nocto is a data-driven social media platform that brings consumers and hospitality 
businesses together in real-time. The social media app helps consumers find the 
right place at the right time. App users share their pictures and videos in the app 
and get rewarded with our own digital token, with which they can get deals. Our 
marketing platform helps bars, cafés, clubs, restaurants and hotels to promote and 
build relationships with guests in a fast, cheap and effective way. 

Key Responsibilities
This internship will give you the opportunity to develop your research, strategy, 
marketing and communication skills. With the support of our team and you’re 
enthusiasm, much can be achieved for Nocto to expand into new cities. Some of 
the activities you will be involved with includes:
● Expansion research in new target cities
● Developing strategies for Business Expansion
● Research target audiences and brainstorm about how to reach them.
● Support Sales and Marketing team in their progress

Candidate Profile 
● Available for at least 6 months.
● You are independent, motivated, creative and have a proactive attitude.
● You are able to work alone and as part of an international team in a fast 

paced environment.
● You are a strong verbal and written communicator in English, Dutch is a plus.

What we offer you
● The opportunity to keep working with us after your internship has ended.
● Fun, young and international work environment
● Bonus at the end of the Internship

Are you interested in this Position? 
Send your CV and motivation letter via:

 www.noctoapp.com/vacancies

http://www.noctoapp.com/vacancies

